Classic Update Series

On the next 3 pages, you will find several detailed specialized
instructions that will help you install a stock automatic or 4
speed 1964 Impala SS console assembly into your 1964
Impala using this harness kit along with our dash harness kit,
P/N 510065, from our 510063 1961-64 Impala Classic Update
wiring kit. On sheet 2 you will find the console and courtesy
connections, and on page 3 you will find the neutral safety and
back up lamp switch connections. All necessary connectors
and teminals needed to complete this installation are included
in this kit. Nothing more will be needed.
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1. On page number 3 of the main dash harness kit, P/N 510065, locate Item number 11. It
is a 3 way connector containing orange, white, and gray wires. This is your main console
connection.
2. Plug the 3 way main connector of this new “console courtesy extension harness
(510311)” that contains the orange, white, and gray wires onto item number 11 from the
main dash harness as referenced above.
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3. Securely attach the “floor ground” eyelet to the forward console floor mounting bracket
just as original. This is the main ground for this harness.
4. If your car has an automatic tranmission, install a #57 light bulb into the shifter quadrant
lamp socket then snap this lamp socket into the shifter quadrant housing assembly. This
will illuminate your P R N D L transmission selector lense. If your car has a 3 or 4 speed
transmission, just tape this lead back as it will not be used.
5. Plug your console box courtesy door switch (not included in this kit) into the orange and
black “console door courtesy lamp connections” (the factory wires may be black with a
white and an orange stripe. The stripe is the wire color) to complete the connection to the
console box lamp inside of the console assembly.
6. Snap the 2 “rear courtesy lamp bulb” terminals into the courtesy lamp housing on the
back of the console door just as original. Snap your original courtesy lamp bulb into the 2
terminals that you you just installed to complete your console courtesy wiring.
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1. On page number 3 of the main dash harness kit, P/N 510065, locate Items number 19 and 20. Items 19 are
the back up lamp switch wiring, and items 20 are the neutral safety switch wiring.
2. THE NEUTRAL SAFETY SWITCH WIRING WILL ONLY BE USED WITH AN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION! If
your car has an automatic transmission, plug the mating connectors on the new “neutral safety switch extension
harness (510311)” into your dash harness at location number 20. Route the other end of the new extension
harness (4 way connector) down to the neutral safety switch on your factory floor shifter. Do not plug this into the
shifter assembly at this time. If your car has a manual transmission, take the 2 connectors on the 510065 dash
harness at location number 20 and simply plug them together to complete the starter circuit.
3. If using an automatic transmission, route the light green and pink wires (items 19) on the 510065 dash
harness down to the neutral safety switch on the factory floor shifter. Cut the 2 wires to length, and using the
loose piece terminals provided with the new “console extension harness”, crimp them onto the light green and
pink wires. Take the two completed wires and plug them into the 2 open cavities on the “neutral safety switch
extension” harness as shown above maintaining color continuity (the factory wires may be black with a light
green and a pink stripe. The stripe is the wire color) with the 4 way plug on your factory neutral safety switch that
is mounted to the factory floor shifter. Once these wires are plugged into the clear connector on the new extension harness, you may plug this completed 4 way connector onto the 4 way connector from your neutral safety
switch that is mounted on your factory floor shifter. If your car has a manual transmission, the light green and
pink wires should be routed to the firewall area and should be mated up with the back up lamp switch or wiring
from your transmission mounted back up switch assembly.
4. Congratulations! Once you have completed the steps on pages 2 and 3, you have successfully connected
your factory console assembly into your 510065 Classic Update dash harness for your 1964 Impala SS.
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